1. Welcome Address by Mr. Roberto Blois, Deputy Secretary-General of ITU

2. Introduction (João Da-Silva)

3. General Status and agenda (Latif Ladid)

4. The Future of the Internet
   Brian Carpenter, Chairman Internet Society (ISOC)

   Michael Brig, DoD SPAWAR

6. Japan IPv6 Promotion Council
   Kosuke Ito, Base Strategy Planning Group

7. Japan IPv6 Activities Summary
   Takashi ARANO, Global Crossing

8. Real IPv6 Deplyoment Roadmap
   Jim Bound, IPv6 Technical Directorate, Compaq

9. Presentation of WG Reports
10. **Task Force Recommendations** (Latif Ladid)

11. **The road ahead**

   - Follow-up of the EU IPv6 TF
   - Establishment of a Global IPv6 TF

12. **AOB**